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SUMMARY OF MARKET RENTAL PACKAGE OF
ICLUB SHEUNG WAN HOTEL IN RESPECT OF

THE 2020 LEASE YEAR

Reference is made to the announcements dated 16 November 2016, 4 October
2017, 5 October 2018, 17 May 2019 and 25 September 2019 issued by Regal REIT.
In accordance with the New Lease Agreement, the Valuer was jointly appointed by
the Lessor and the Lessee and was instructed to conduct a rent review to determine
the Market Rental Package for 2020 for the iclub Sheung Wan Hotel, which
includes the amount of market rents (including Base Rent and Variable Rent), the
Lessee’s contribution to the FF&E Reserve, the amount of the Security Deposit
and the manner of payment.

For reasons as explained in the announcement issued by Regal REIT on 25
September 2019, the REIT Manager (acting on behalf of the Lessor) and the
Lessee agreed to allow the Valuer to determine the Market Rental Package for the
2020 Lease Year by no later than 30 November 2019. The Valuer issued her report
on the determination of the Market Rental Package for 2020 for the iclub Sheung
Wan Hotel on 21 November 2019.
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According to the 2020 Market Rental Package Determination, the amount payable
by the Lessee as Base Rent is HK$41.0 million for the 2020 Lease Year (a decrease
of HK$5.0 million as compared with the Base Rent of HK$46.0 million for the
2019 Lease Year under the 2019 Market Rental Package Determination). The
Variable Rent will be based on the same sharing ratio of 50% of the NPI Excess
for the 2020 Lease Year. For the 2020 Lease Year, the Valuer determined that,
consistent with the 2019 Market Rental Package Determination, no contribution by
the Lessee to the FF&E Reserve will be required. The Lessor will maintain the
FF&E Reserve with an amount equivalent to 2% of the Total Hotel Revenue for
each calendar month during the 2020 Lease Year. The Security Deposit comprised
within the 2020 Market Rental Package Determination is HK$10.585 million, as
compared with the Security Deposit of HK$11.751 million comprised within the
Market Rental Package for 2019. Summaries of the 2020 Market Rental Package
Determination and the valuation methodologies are set out in this announcement.
The manner of payment of each component of the 2020 Market Rental Package
Determination will be consistent with that set out in the 2019 Market Rental
Package Determination.

The total distributable income (“TDI”) available for distribution to Unitholders
and the distribution per Unit for each financial year are affected by various factors
including, most importantly, the total rental and hotel income receivable by Regal
REIT from all its hotel properties for such financial year. For the six months ended
30 June 2019, the prorated Base Rent derived from the iclub Sheung Wan Hotel
amounted to HK$23.0 million, representing approximately 4.7% of the total rental
and hotel income of Regal REIT in the same period, no Variable Rent was
receivable for the period. Pursuant to the 2020 Market Rental Package
Determination, there will be a decrease of HK$5.0 million in the Base Rent for the
2020 Lease Year as compared to that in the 2019 Market Rental Package
Determination. Furthermore, the TDI may be subject to increase in the event that
Variable Rent is receivable by the Lessor in the 2020 Lease Year. As at 30 June
2019, the valuation of the iclub Sheung Wan Hotel was HK$1,650 million,
representing 6.08% of the total valuation of HK$27,126 million of Regal REIT’s
properties portfolio.
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Given the variables involved in the determination of the Base Rent and
Variable Rent from year to year, investors should exercise caution in dealing
in the units of Regal REIT.

Pursuant to 5.2(f) of the REIT Code, the Valuer’s report on the Market Rental
Package for 2020 is available for inspection by the public during normal office
hours at the REIT Manager’s place of business at Unit No. 2001, 20th Floor, 68
Yee Wo Street, Causeway Bay, Hong Kong.

The INEDs confirm that the rent review in respect of the 2020 Market Rental
Package Determination has been conducted in accordance with the terms of the
New Lease Agreement. The Lessee and the Hotel Manager are connected persons
of Regal REIT.

A. BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO LEASE TERM AND RENTAL
INCOME STRUCTURE

Reference is made to the announcements dated 16 November 2016, 4 October

2017, 5 October 2018, 17 May 2019 and 25 September 2019 issued by Regal

REIT. Unless otherwise defined herein, capitalised terms used in this

announcement shall have the same meanings ascribed to them in the

announcement dated 16 November 2016.

On 17 May 2019, pursuant to the terms of the Lease Agreement, the Lessor

exercised its discretion to extend the lease term for a further five year period

(the “Extended Period”), commencing from 1 January 2020 and expiring on 31

December 2024 (both days inclusive). On 18 November 2019, the Lessor and the

Lessee entered into a new lease agreement for the iclub Sheung Wan Hotel (the

“New Lease Agreement”) to formally effect the extension of the lease term.

Save for the extension of the lease term as mentioned above, all the other terms

and conditions of the New Lease Agreement remained the same as those in the

Lease Agreement. According to the New Lease Agreement, the market rental

package for the iclub Sheung Wan Hotel (including the amount of market rents

(comprising Base Rent and Variable Rent), the Lessee’s contribution to the

FF&E Reserve, the amount of Security Deposit and the manner of payment) in

respect of each of the Lease Years within the Extended Period will continue to

be determined by a jointly appointed independent professional property valuer.
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B. APPOINTMENT OF VALUER

Ms. Stella Ho was jointly appointed as an independent professional property
valuer (the “Valuer”) and was instructed on 20 June 2019 to conduct a rent
review to determine the Market Rental Package in respect of the 2020 Lease
Year for the iclub Sheung Wan Hotel (the “Market Rental Package for 2020”),
based on the assumptions and disregards provided in the New Lease Agreement.
Ms. Ho was also jointly appointed as the Valuer to determine the market rental
packages for the Initial Hotel Properties and the iclub Fortress Hill Hotel for the
2020 Lease Year, which are all held by Regal REIT, and for which separate
announcements are made on this same date. Ms. Ho is a Chartered Surveyor with
over 20 years’ experience in the valuation of properties of similar magnitude and
nature in Hong Kong, and is currently a senior director at Colliers International
(Hong Kong) Limited.

C. DEFERMENT OF 2020 MARKET RENTAL PACKAGE DETERMINATION

For reasons as explained in the announcement issued by Regal REIT on 25
September 2019, the REIT Manager (acting on behalf of the Lessor) and the
Lessee agreed to allow the Valuer to determine the Market Rental Package for
the 2020 Lease Year for the iclub Sheung Wan Hotel (the “2020 Market Rental
Package Determination”) by no later than 30 November 2019.

Ms. Ho issued her report (the “Report”) on the 2020 Market Rental Package
Determination on 21 November 2019.

D. THE 2020 MARKET RENTAL PACKAGE DETERMINATION

1. Summary of the 2020 Market Rental Package Determination

A summary of the 2020 Market Rental Package Determination, together with the
corresponding components in respect of the Market Rental Package for 2019, are
as follows:

Market Rental Package
Component

Market Rental Package
for 2020

Market Rental Package
for 2019

Base Rent(1) HK$41.0 million HK$46.0 million

Variable Rent(2) 50% of NPI Excess 50% of NPI Excess

Lessee’s contribution to
the FF&E Reserve(3)

No contribution by the
Lessee

No contribution by the
Lessee

Amount of Security
Deposit(4)

HK$10.585 million HK$11.751 million
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Notes:

(1) The Base Rent of HK$41.0 million for the 2020 Lease Year represents a decrease of

HK$5.0 million (equivalent to a decrease of 10.9%) as compared with the Base Rent of

HK$46.0 million for the 2019 Lease Year.

(2) For the six months ended 30 June 2019, as the Net Property Income from hotel operations

of the iclub Sheung Wan Hotel amounted to approximately HK$22.5 million, which was

slightly below the prorated Base Rent amount of HK$23.0 million, no Variable Rent was

earned for the period. The final amount of any NPI Excess will be subject to the operating

results of the iclub Sheung Wan Hotel for the fiscal year 2019. Likewise, pursuant to the

2020 Market Rental Package Determination, the Variable Rent receivable for the 2020

Lease Year will be based on the same sharing ratio of 50% of the NPI Excess for the 2020

Lease Year.

(3) According to the New Lease Agreement, the Lessor is obligated to maintain the FF&E

Reserve with an amount, equivalent to 2% of the Total Hotel Revenue for the preceding

calendar month, to be set aside monthly. Further, as part of the review for each Lease Year,

the Valuer may determine the percentage of the Total Hotel Revenue, as part of or in

addition to the aforesaid amount set aside, which the Lessee is obligated to contribute.

According to the Report, as a general practice of the hotel industry in Hong Kong, the

owner of the hotel (equivalent to the Lessor in the New Lease Agreement) is responsible

for contributing to funds which are set aside and applied to meet the costs of investments

in the replacement of furniture, fixtures and equipment at the relevant hotel premises, for

the purposes of maintaining such premises at the applicable operating standards and

operating capacity. The Valuer was, therefore, of the opinion that the obligation to

contribute to the FF&E Reserve could be transferred from the Lessee to the Lessor, based

on local practice and, consistent with the 2019 Market Rental Package Determination,

concluded in the 2020 Market Rental Package Determination that none of the Total Hotel

Revenue shall be contributed by the Lessee to the FF&E Reserve for the 2020 Lease Year.

(4) Pursuant to the New Lease Agreement, the amount of the security deposit shall be equal to

the higher of: (a) the amount which the Valuer determines to be the market rate of security

deposit upon market rental review; and (b) three months’ Base Rent, rates and Government

rent. According to the 2020 Market Rental Package Determination, the Valuer determined

that the market rate of security deposit to be three months’ Base Rent. Accordingly, the

Security Deposit for the iclub Sheung Wan Hotel is HK$10.585 million, equivalent to (b)

above, such amount being the higher of (a) and (b).
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2. Manner of Payment

The manner of payment of the Base Rent, Variable Rent, Security Deposit and
the Lessee’s contribution to the FF&E Reserve according to the 2020 Market
Rental Package Determination will be consistent with that set out in the 2019
Market Rental Package Determination. For the 2019 Lease Year, the Lessee has
procured and provided a third party guarantee (in the form of a standby letter of
credit issued by a licensed bank in Hong Kong) for a security deposit amount
equivalent to 3 months’ Base Rent, rates and Government rent, effective on 1
January 2019. Similarly, for the 2020 Lease Year, the Lessee will procure and
provide a third party guarantee (in the form of a standby letter of credit issued
by a licensed bank in Hong Kong) for a security deposit amount equivalent to
3 months’ Base Rent, rates and Government rent, effective on 1 January 2020.

E. PERFORMANCE OF ICLUB SHEUNG WAN HOTEL

The net property income derived from the iclub Sheung Wan Hotel for the six
months ended 30 June 2019 was HK$22.5 million (for the year ended 31
December 2018: HK$51.2 million), which was slightly below the prorated Base
Rent of HK$23.0 million, no Variable Rent was receivable for the period. For the
six months ended 30 June 2019, the iclub Sheung Wan Hotel achieved an overall
occupancy rate of 96.5% (for the year ended 31 December 2018: 96.1%) with an
average room rate of approximately HK$888 (for the year ended 31 December
2018: approximately HK$949).

F. SUMMARY OF ASSUMPTIONS AND OUTLINE OF VALUATION
METHODOLOGIES

1. Assumptions Contained in the 2020 Market Rental Package Determination

The 2020 Market Rental Package Determination was based on the assumptions
and disregards set out in the New Lease Agreement, including the following:

(a) that the rental payable by the Lessee shall be exclusive of rates, government
rent, utility charges and all other outgoings payable by the Lessee;

(b) that the iclub Sheung Wan Hotel is available to let on the open market by
a willing landlord to a willing tenant without a premium and with vacant
possession having regard to similar premises having similar characteristics
and attributes;

(c) that the length of the lease would be in line with other leases in the market
with similar nature;

(d) that the iclub Sheung Wan Hotel is fit for immediate occupation and use and
incorporates fixtures and fittings which are of a standard and description
commensurate with the nature of the premises and which are suitable for the
use and occupation of the willing tenant;
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(e) that in case any part of the iclub Sheung Wan Hotel has been damaged or
destroyed, it has been fully restored;

(f) that no reduction is to be made to take account of any inducements;

(g) disregarding any effect on rent of the fact that the Lessee has been or is in
occupation of the iclub Sheung Wan Hotel or any part thereof; and

(h) disregarding any goodwill attributable to the Lessee’s business carried on at
the iclub Sheung Wan Hotel.

2. Outline of Valuation Methodologies

The Valuer adopted a reasonable percentage of gross revenue as her primary
approach in her valuation to determine the Base Rent comprised within the 2020
Market Rental Package Determination. The Valuer also analysed similar sales
transactions in Hong Kong to assess the market value of the iclub Sheung Wan
Hotel, and the Base Rent was then derived from the adoption of what the Valuer
determined to be appropriate yields on such market values. As the Valuer was of
the view that rental transactions of hotels are rare in Hong Kong, rental
transactions of upper commercial premises were also analysed as a cross-check
and benchmark for the purposes of the 2020 Market Rental Package
Determination. The Valuer, being appointed and instructed jointly by the Lessor
and the Lessee to conduct the Market Rental Package for 2020, determined the
Variable Rent for the 2020 Lease Year to be 50% of the NPI Excess, which is a
reasonable and fair proportion to both parties.

G. CONSIDERATIONS IN RESPECT OF THE MARKET RENTAL PACKAGE
FOR 2020

1. Rental Review in respect of the Market Rental Package for 2020 and
General Market Conditions

As previously highlighted in the Circular, the profitability of hotel business is
cyclical and sensitive to changes in the global, regional or local economy
generally; and since demand for hotel services in Hong Kong is affected by
economic growth, a global, regional or local recession could lead to downturns
which, in turn, may affect the hotel industry. Other adverse factors outside the
control of Regal REIT and the Hotel Manager could include geopolitical
tensions, natural disasters, changes in law and other events (such as a slowdown
in the growth of number of mainland Chinese visitor arrivals to Hong Kong
pursuant to the People’s Republic of China’s Individual Visit Scheme) which
may impact negatively on the tourism industry and hotel business, including
hotel bookings and the food and beverage business at hotels in Hong Kong. The
occurrence of one or more of these events may have an adverse effect on the
operating performance of the iclub Sheung Wan Hotel, the Lessee and,
ultimately, Regal REIT.
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According to a recent research report by the World Bank Group, global growth

continued to soften in the first half of 2019. The outlook for global growth for

the full year has been adjusted downward to 2.6 percent, 0.3 percentage point

below previous forecasts, reflecting that international trade and investment was

weaker than expected at the start of the year. Affected by this unfavourable

external climate, Hong Kong’s economy slowed down in the first six months of

2019 and the overall performance across a wide spectrum of economic sectors

recorded a visible decline.

The demonstration and protests in Hong Kong since June this year have led to

social unrest in the local community and adverse publicity internationally. These

problems have deteriorated rapidly in recent months and many overseas

countries have issued travel alerts on travelling to Hong Kong. This has

seriously affected the businesses of many different trades in Hong Kong,

particularly the tourism, retail and food and beverage business sectors.

According to the latest statistics, Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in Hong Kong

contracted by 2.9% in real terms in the third quarter of 2019 from a year earlier,

marking the first year-on-year contraction for an individual quarter since the

Great Recession of 2009, and also much weaker than the mild growth of 0.6%

and 0.4% in the first and second quarters of this year, respectively. For the first

three quarters of 2019 as a whole, Hong Kong’s economy contracted by 0.6%

over the same period as last year.

Based on information published by the Hong Kong Tourism Board (the

“HKTB”), total visitors to Hong Kong during the first nine months of 2019

amounted to approximately 46.8 million, representing a slight increase of 0.2%

year-on-year, of which 36.9 million were visitors from Mainland China, a slight

increase of 0.8% year-on-year. Of the total arrivals, overnight visitors accounted

for approximately 20.0 million, which posted a drop of 5.8% year-on-year. The

number of visitors from other short-haul markets (excluding Mainland China)

had a slight drop of 0.6% and those from the long-haul markets also recorded a

decrease of 5.2% year-on-year. On the other hand, the number of visitors from

Mainland China under the Individual Visit Scheme saw a sharp decrease from

3.7 million in January to just over 1.2 million in September this year.

The HKTB’s statistics also indicated that the average hotel room occupancy

level for all the surveyed hotels under different categories in Hong Kong for the

nine months ended 30 September was down from 91% in 2018 to 84% in 2019,

while the average achieved room rate also shrank by 5.4%, thus resulting in a

reduction in the Revenue per Available Room (RevPAR) of 12.7% year-on-year.
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If social conditions in Hong Kong can gradually stabilise over the coming few
months, it is anticipated there will be corresponding improvements in the local
hospitality market in 2020.

The Base Rent and the Variable Rent comprised within the 2020 Market Rental
Package Determination has been based on the Valuer’s professional assessment
on the market environment for 2020 (taking into account the assumptions and
disregards set out in paragraph F.1 above) and other factors relating to the iclub
Sheung Wan Hotel, and taking into consideration the current market conditions
and outlook of the hotel and tourism industry in Hong Kong. The adoption of
having the Base Rent, plus potential upside sharing through Variable Rent in
accordance with the New Lease Agreement, provides assurance of a relatively
stable rental income from the iclub Sheung Wan Hotel for Regal REIT for the
2020 Lease Year.

Based on the number of factors and hotel business conditions as mentioned
above, there is a decrease of 10.9% in the Base Rent determined for the 2020
Lease Year, as compared with the Base Rent of HK$46.0 million for the 2019
Lease Year.

2. Impact on Total Distributable Income and Distribution per Unit

The Base Rents in respect of each of the Lease Years within the Extended Period
will be determined in accordance with an annual rent review by a jointly
appointed independent professional property valuer and will be more reflective
of the prevailing market conditions at the time each annual rental review is
conducted.

The TDI available for distribution to Unitholders and the distribution per Unit
for each financial year is affected by various factors including, most
importantly, the total rental and hotel income receivable by Regal REIT from all
its hotel properties for such financial year. For the six months ended 30 June
2019, the prorated Base Rent derived from the iclub Sheung Wan Hotel
amounted to HK$23.0 million, representing approximately 4.7% of the total
rental and hotel income of Regal REIT in the same period, no Variable Rent was
receivable for the period. Pursuant to the 2020 Market Rental Package
Determination, there will be a decrease of HK$5.0 million (equivalent to a
decrease of 10.9%) in the Base Rent for the 2020 Lease Year as compared to that
in the 2019 Market Rental Package Determination. Furthermore, the TDI may be
subject to increase in the event that Variable Rent is receivable by the Lessor in
the 2020 Lease Year. As at 30 June 2019, the valuation of the iclub Sheung Wan
Hotel was HK$1,650 million, representing 6.08% of the total valuation of
HK$27,126 million of Regal REIT’s properties portfolio.
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Given the variables involved in the determination of the Base Rent and the
Variable Rent from year to year, investors should exercise caution in dealing in
the units of Regal REIT.

H. INSPECTION OF VALUER’S REPORT

Pursuant to 5.2(f) of the REIT Code, the Valuer’s report on the Market Rental

Package for 2020 is available for inspection by the public during normal office

hours at the REIT Manager’s place of business at Unit No. 2001, 20th Floor, 68

Yee Wo Street, Causeway Bay, Hong Kong.

I. CONFIRMATION BY THE INEDs

The INEDs confirm the following:

(a) the Board (including all of the INEDs) (other than Mr. LO Yuk Sui, Miss LO

Po Man, Mr. Donald FAN Tung, Mr. Jimmy LO Chun To, Mr. Kenneth NG

Kwai Kai and Hon. Abraham SHEK Lai Him, GBS, JP, who were deemed to

have interests in the Transaction Matters Requiring Approval) at the time of

the Circular had confirmed that the terms of agreements (including the

Lease Agreement) in respect of iclub Sheung Wan Hotel referred to in the

section headed “Continuing Connected Transactions” of the Circular were

entered into in the ordinary and usual course of business of Regal REIT, and

on terms which are normal commercial terms, at arm’s length and are fair

and reasonable and in the interests of the Independent Unitholders, as well

as the Unitholders as a whole;

(b) the Board (including all of the INEDs) (other than Mr. LO Yuk Sui, Miss LO

Po Man, Mr. Donald FAN Tung, Mr. Jimmy LO Chun To, Mr. Kenneth NG

Kwai Kai, Mr. Bowen Joseph LEUNG Po Wing, GBS, JP and Hon. Abraham

SHEK Lai Him, GBS, JP, who were deemed to have interests in the

Transaction Matters Requiring Approval) further confirmed that the New

Lease Agreement continues to be conducted in the ordinary and usual course

of business and the terms of the New Lease Agreement are at arm’s length,

on normal commercial terms and are fair and reasonable and in the best

interests of the Independent Unitholders, as well as the Unitholders as a

whole;
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(c) the appointment of Ms. Stella Ho as the independent professional property

valuer for the 2020 Market Rental Package Determination has been

reviewed, considered and endorsed by the Audit Committee of the REIT

Manager; and

(d) the rent review in respect of the 2020 Market Rental Package Determination

has been conducted in accordance with the terms of the New Lease

Agreement.

A summary of the 2020 Market Rental Package Determination will be disclosed in

the interim and annual reports of Regal REIT for the financial period ending 30 June

2020 and the financial year ending 31 December 2020, respectively.

This announcement is made pursuant to Chapter 10 of the REIT Code.

DEFINITIONS

In this announcement, unless the context otherwise requires, the following terms

have the following meanings:

“Hotel Manager” means Regal Hotels International Limited, a
wholly-owned subsidiary of Regal and a connected
person of Regal REIT;

“INEDs” means the independent non-executive directors of
the REIT Manager;

“Initial Hotel Properties” means Regal Airport Hotel, Regal Hongkong Hotel,
Regal Kowloon Hotel, Regal Oriental Hotel and
Regal Riverside Hotel, which are wholly-owned by
Regal REIT;

“Lease Agreement” means Lease Agreement for the iclub Sheung Wan
Hotel entered into between the Lessor and the
Lessee on 10 February 2014;

“Lease Year” means each calendar year during the Extended
Period commencing from 1 January 2020 and
expiring on 31 December 2024 (both days
inclusive);

“Lessee” means Favour Link International Limited, a
wholly-owned subsidiary of Regal and a connected
person of Regal REIT;
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“Lessor” means Tristan Limited, the direct owner of the
iclub Sheung Wan Hotel and a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Regal REIT;

“NPI Excess” means Net Property Income (as defined in the
Circular) for a Lease Year exceeds the Base Rent
for the same Lease Year;

“Regal” means Regal Hotels International Holdings
Limited, a company incorporated in Bermuda with
limited liability, whose shares are listed on the
main board of The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong
Limited (Stock Code: 78) and a connected person
of Regal REIT; and

“REIT Manager” means Regal Portfolio Management Limited, as the
manager of Regal REIT.

By Order of the Board
Regal Portfolio Management Limited

(as manager of Regal Real Estate Investment Trust)
Simon LAM Man Lim

Executive Director

Hong Kong, 29 November 2019

As at the date of this announcement, the Board comprises Mr. LO Yuk Sui as

Chairman and Non-executive Director; Miss LO Po Man as Vice Chairman and

Non-executive Director; Mr. Johnny CHEN Sing Hung and Mr. Simon LAM Man Lim

as Executive Directors; Mr. Donald FAN Tung, Mr. Jimmy LO Chun To and Mr.

Kenneth NG Kwai Kai as Non-executive Directors; and Mr. John William

CRAWFORD, JP, Mr. Bowen Joseph LEUNG Po Wing, GBS, JP, Mr. Kai Ole

RINGENSON and Hon. Abraham SHEK Lai Him, GBS, JP as Independent

Non-executive Directors.
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